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SALVAGE UNITS’ FINE WORK IN DESERT

The efforts of a Royal Air Force corporal working at night with a team of

Australian infantrymen have given hack two repairable fighter aircraft to our

desert air forces.

The fighters, a Kittyhawk and a Hurricane, had force-landed in a forward

area between our positions and those of the enemy. The pilots had been rescued,
and it remained to salvage the aircraft.

’’The more difficult of the two to retrieve,” said the corporal, who comes

from Tunbridge Nells, Kent, ’’was the Hurricane, It lay near German positions on

the far side of some minefields,”

The salvage party started off in the evening. They travelled through the

minefields guided by a long thread of tape. The Hurricane, they found, was net

seriously damaged. It was placed on a trailer and dragged back through the

minefields,

The Kittyhawk was closer to our own positions. The party drove up to it at

night, hoisted it on to a trailer and brought it back. Both of those fighters are

now at repair depots and will soon be flying again in further desert operations.

This sort of work is continually being done by aircraft salvage units of the

R.A.F. Nor is it only repairable aircraft that they salvage. After most crash

landings some parts are still valuable as spares, and metal alone is worthcollection.

In some three weeks, for instance, this corporal and a party of four aircraft-

men have brought back good spares or scrap metal from 23 crashed aircraft, some of

them enemy planes. They picked up all the metal from one that had crashed just in

front of our forward positions without waiting for nightfall. Using only one

truck so as not to be conspicuous they drove out, hitched on to the wreck and

dragged it behind cover of a sandhill where they took it to pieces and loaded up

the metal.

Sometimes aircraft crash in places too close to the enemy for it to be

possible for them to be salvaged whole, but even then the men of the salvage unit

often contrive to bring in the most valuable parts, the guns perhaps, or the

wireless sets, or those parts of the engines which are most difficult to replace.

One officer of this unit has just returned to base after working for several

days on one of our medium bombers that had force-landed almost under the nose of

enemy patrols and well to the west of their forward positions. Officially known

as Crash Inspector, this officer set off alone a few days ago in a small vehicle

with a few tools and a couple of pigeons. The first message the pigeons brought
back said that ho head stripped the bomber of the most valuable components and taken

them to a certain spot in the desert. Could another truck be sent out to collect

them, and would it also please bring him a Tommy gun as he was tired of lying in a

slit trench strafed by Messerschmitts without being able to fire bade?

The truck went cut, collected the salvaged parts and delivered the Tommy gun.

The Crash Inspector spent another couple of days or so stripping parts from other

crashes in that area and loading then into his vehicle. He did not go back to the

bomber because the enemy had now put an armoured car guard over it. But from his

trench he had a number of satisfactory shots with his Tommy gun at strafing

Messerschmitts, one of which he thinks he may have winged.

Men of the salvage unit were largely responsible for the fact that so few of

our aircraft were left behind during the retreat from the Gazala line. Their

ingenuity in salvaging abandoned aircraft was extraordinary. Often they hitched

them up while under shell fire from the advancing energy.

This, however, is the story which they most like to tell:

One of their parties was sent to a landing ground where it was thought a

damaged fighter lay, only to find that it had already been cleared away and sent

back. They were about to leave when R.A.F, officers, to whom they had reported said,

”Just a minute. See that Tomahawk just coming in to lend? Looks as though he has

been shot up and will have to make a belly landing,”

The salvage mien at once prepared their cranes. Sure enough the Tomahawk

belly-landed. They trundled the cranes out across the landing ground and had a

sling-; beneath the wreck before the pilot could step out of his cockpit. Just a

part of the salvage unit service]
”


